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An incident near the desolate Chinnamasta temple on the rocky riverbank of Rajrappa leads to the death of
Mahesh Chowdhury, the head of a Hazaribargh family. Adding to the mystery are a set of coded diaries, a
valuable stamp collection that is missing, and a tiger that is roaming the streets of Hazaribargh. One of
Feluda's most intriguing adventures, this shows the master sleuth at this best...

This is the 10th in Puffins series of Feludas 12 greatest adventures.
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From Reader Review The Curse of the Goddess for online ebook

Zubaer Eshon says

Feluda defines my childhood and early teenage life! nuff said! Probably a bit of childish to say that no one
ever can match the captivating power of his writing!

Maaz Rushnaiwala says

The novel is the most witty ,from all suspense novel ever read, it takes a twist and is self explAnatory ,great
work .....

M says

Awesome !!! A must read like any Satyajit Ray novel... So delightful ...something to read while travelling..
Light as a feather and so entertaining :)).. I hv been around that area in my childhood and it ws all the more
nostalgic for me :)

Jeffrey Hart says

A friend sent me a set of novels written by Satyajit Ray in Bengali that are basically mystery stories. The
protagonist is a clever detective named Feluda but for me the appeal is the Indian setting.

Bidita says

3.75ish

Tahsina Syeda says

??? ?? ????, ??? ????

Jahangir Shakil says

So many characters but the writer handle them very carefully :) :)



Tisha says

"??? ?? ????, ??? ????" :v
????? ???! :v

Jayati Tripathi says

2 and a half.
Some things in "The Curse of the Goddess" were funny and interesting, however the ending seemed
extremely to have been done hastily and it didn't really make me go - " Oh wow! I never expected That!",
which is a reaction one would expect after reading a detective novel.
I guess I should have started from the first book in the series! :(

Roshni says

Feluda is a brilliant detective and he solves this particularly convoluted mystery with ease

Aruna Kumar Gadepalli says

The mystery/Detective works of Satyajit Ray are delightful treat for the readers. I am no exception. I enjoyed
all his his stories. This one that deals with the mystery solving regarding the lost son of a father.

????? ?????? says

I simply love this book!

Rishi Prakash says

Once i got lucky in finding Felu Da in english then there is no stopping! So finished the second book and
enjoyed every bit of it.

Slowly his unique style is getting familiar to me and growing on me as well :-)

I read and got to know that Satyajit Ray had deep interests in crime fiction and he read all Sherlock Holmes
fictions in his school days and when Ray himself started writing crime fictions, unsurprisingly, the character
Sherlock Holmes inspired his writings. Feluda's character resembles Sherlock Holmes and Tapesh/Topshe's
character resembles Dr. Watson so now I know :-)

Go for it.



Aishu Rehman says

Circus, ring master, tiger, six cardinal passions, three ( + 1 – 1 ) sons, 2 murders, and an old riddler – yes,
Feluda again. But an overdose of the character? Not at all. Chinnamastar Abhishap is only a fitting addition
to this site.


